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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Strong high pressure centered over the northern Gulf Coast will keep winds at fresh to strong speeds coming from a 
northeasterly direction through today. With the winds remaining enhanced, seas across the deepwaters will continue to 
persist at moderate to rough levels with sea near shore remaining at slight to moderate levels today. This high will then begin 
to shift eastwards tomorrow as an area of low pressure begins to develop and deepen across the Southern Plains Thursday 
night. This will turn the winds across the region to an east to southeasterly direction at gentle to moderate speeds on 
Thursday with seas lowering to slight to moderate levels across the entire region. 
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Days Three through Seven Weather Hazards

By Friday the aforementioned low will continue to deepen and track eastwards towards the northern Gulf Coast. This will 
increase winds across the western Gulf to strong to near gale force and turn them to a south to southeasterly direction with 
moderate to fresh winds across the central and eastern Gulf. Winds will continue to increase to near gale to gale force across 
the western Gulf and these enhanced southerly winds will spread eastwards on Saturday into the eastern Gulf out ahead of an 
approaching cold front. In addition to the increased winds, seas will build to rough to very rough levels from west to east 
Friday and Saturday with enhanced chances for rain and thunderstorms also likely during this timeframe. As this low 
continues eastwards Saturday night into Sunday its associated cold will sweep across the region shifting winds to a 
northwesterly direction from west to east with enhanced conditions persisting into Monday before easing on Tuesday. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart

Day 5 Surface Chart Day 6 Surface Chart

Day 2 Surface Chart
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